**Authorization Issues**

*Note: The following list is provided for your information. In the event that authorizing legislation is not enacted in a timely manner, these items will allow either for the continuation of programs that will be funded in the continuing resolution (CR) or for other legislative fixes.*

**Agriculture/Rural Development:**

**Necessary For Extension or Inclusion in the CR if Not Enacted First in Other Legislation**

Agriculture, Agriculture Improvement Act of 2018 (Farm Bill)

No Objection to Inclusion in a CR if Not Enacted First in Other Legislation

HHS, Animal Drug User Fee Program

HHS, Animal Generic Drug User Fee Program

**Commerce/Justice/Science:**

**Necessary For Extension or Inclusion in the CR if Not Enacted First in Other Legislation**

Justice, U.S. Parole Commission

Justice, Undetectable Firearms Act

**Defense:**

**Necessary For Extension or Inclusion in the CR if Not Enacted First in Other Legislation**

Defense, Certain bonus and special pay authorities (Title 10 & 37 authorities) (Expires 12/31/23)

No Objection to Inclusion in a CR if Not Enacted First in Other Legislation

Defense, Authorization for Non-Conventional Assisted Recovery Capabilities

Defense, North Atlantic Treaty Organization Security Investment Program (NSIP)

Defense, Authority to Conduct Commercial Activities as Security for intelligence Collection. (Expires 12/31/23)

Defense, Authority for Reimbursement of Certain Coalition Nations for Support Provided to United States Military Operations (Expires 12/31/23)

Defense, Authority to Provide Assistance to the Vetted Syrian Opposition (Expires 12/31/23)
Defense, Authority to Waive Annual Limitation on Premium Pay and Aggregate Limitation on Pay for Federal Civilian Employees Working Overseas (Expires 12/31/23)

Defense, Authority to Provide Assistance to Counter the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (Expires 12/31/23)

Defense, Authority to support operations and activities of the Office of Security Cooperation in Iraq (Expires 12/31/23)

Defense, Department of Defense Support for Stabilization Activities in National Security Interest of the United States (Expires 12/31/23)

**Financial Services/General Government:**

No Objection to Inclusion in a CR if Not Enacted First in Other Legislation

SBA, Accredited Lenders Program - Express Program

**Homeland Security:**

Necessary For Extension or Inclusion in the CR if Not Enacted First in Other Legislation

DHS, Chemical Facility Anti-Terrorism Standards (CFATS) (Expired 7/27/23)

DHS, National Cybersecurity Protection System (NCPS) Authorization, including EINSTEIN

DHS, National Flood Insurance Program

DHS, Waiver of Foreign Residence Requirements for Physicians Working in Underserved Areas ("Conrad State 30" Program)

DHS, E-Verify Program

DHS, Authority to grant special immigrant status to religious workers other than ministers

DHS, Raising the H-2B Cap

DHS, Countering Weapons of Mass Destruction Office

DHS, Overtime Pay for Protective Services Performed by USSS Personnel (Expires 12/31/23)
**Interior/Environment:**

Necessary For Extension or Inclusion in the CR if Not Enacted First in Other Legislation

Interior, PROGRESS Act (Expired 4/21/23)

Interior, Omnibus Public Land Management Act of 2009

Interior, Delaware River Basin Conservation Act

Interior, Secure Rural Schools and Community Self-Determination Act of 2000

**Labor/HHS/Education:**

Necessary For Extension or Inclusion in the CR if Not Enacted First in Other Legislation

HHS, Personal Responsibility Education Program

HHS, TANF

HHS, Extension of Funding for Outreach and Assistance for Low-Income Programs

HHS, Community Health Centers and the National Health Service Corps

HHS, Program of Payments to Teaching Health Centers that Operate Graduate Medical Education Programs

HHS, Special diabetes programs (IHS)

HHS, Special diabetes programs (NIH)

HHS, Temporary Reassignment Authority

HHS, NDMS Appointment Authority and Benefits

No Objection to Inclusion in a CR if Not Enacted First in Other Legislation

HHS, Funding for quality measure endorsement, input, and selection

HHS, Medicaid Disproportionate Share Hospital (DSH) Allotment Reduction Delay

HHS, Information subject to nondisclosure

HHS, Collaboration and Coordination – Limited Anti-Trust Exemption

HHS, State plan amendment option to provide medical assistance for certain individuals who are patients in certain Institutions for Mental Diseases

HHS, Revised phase-in of Medicare clinical laboratory test payment changes (Expires 12/31/23)

HHS, Independence at Home Demonstration (Expires 12/31/23)
HHS, Floor on work geographic adjustments under the Medicare physician fee schedule so that no locality has a work geographic adjustment less than 1.0 (Expires 12/31/23)

**Military Construction/VA:**

Necessary For Extension or Inclusion in the CR if Not Enacted First in Other Legislation

VA, Restoration of Benefit After Closure or Disapproval of Educational Institution

VA, Info Sharing with Veteran-Designated Family and Friends (Pilot)

VA, License Portability (Expires 1/5/24)

**State/Foreign Operations:**

Necessary For Extension or Inclusion in the CR if Not Enacted First in Other Legislation

State, Compacts of Free Association – Economic Assistance and Other Federal Services

No Objection to Inclusion in a CR if Not Enacted First in Other Legislation

State, PEPFAR

**Transportation/HUD:**

Necessary For Extension or Inclusion in the CR if Not Enacted First in Other Legislation

DOT, FAA Reauthorization - Advisory Committee for Aviation Consumer Protection

DOT, FAA Reauthorization - Midway Island Airport

DOT/Defense, Non-premium Aviation War-risk Insurance Authority

DOT, FAA Reauthorization - Eligibility of Marshall Islands, Micronesia, and Palau for Discretionary and Small Airport Fund Grants

DOT, FAA Reauthorization - Land Use and Planning Grants

DOT, FAA Reauthorization - AIP Grant Authority

DOT, FAA Reauthorization - Airport safety and airspace hazard mitigation and enforcement

DOT, FAA Reauthorization - Special authority for certain unmanned aircraft systems

DOT, FAA Reauthorization - Advisory committee on the air travel needs of passengers with disabilities

DOT, FAA Reauthorization - Unmanned aircraft test ranges

DOT, FAA Reauthorization - Remote tower pilot program
DOT, FAA Reauthorization - Tax related provisions that help fund the Airport and Airway Trust Fund (AATF)

DOT, FAA Reauthorization - Airport and Airway Trust Fund Expenditure Authority

DOT, FAA Reauthorization - Exemption from certain taxes for aircraft in fractional ownership aircraft programs

DOT, FAA Reauthorization - Non-movement area surveillance surface display systems pilot program

DOT, FAA Reauthorization - Competition disclosure requirement

*No Objection to Inclusion in a CR if Not Enacted First in Other Legislation*

DOT, FAA Reauthorization - Measurement of Highway Miles for Purposes of Determining Eligibility for EAS Subsidy